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SLS-R-2012-01-001
The Space Link Services Area,

CONSIDERING that the Coding and Synchronization WG

- completed the Agency Review of the “Flexible Advanced Coding and Modulation Scheme for High Rate Telemetry Applications” Red Book 2, dated August 2011
- has successfully disposed of all RIDs, and
- produced a version of the 131.2 book representing the consensus of the WG

RECOGNIZING

- that independent implementations exist
- that patent issues have been properly addressed and ISO forms for 3 applicable US patents have been provided by ESA and Cellular Element LLC.

SLS-R-2012-01-001
RESOLVES to request CESG/CMC to approve the publication of the Blue Book Issue 1

RECOMMENDS that CESG approves this resolution, and finally

REQUESTS that a CESG poll be conducted to accomplish this.